Aspen Publishing and Write.law have teamed up to level up your students’ legal writing and research.

Engage your legal writers with interactive, online modules which cover the most requested writing and research topics for today’s undergraduate, graduate, and professional legal writers.

Aspen Publishing and Write.law, through an exclusive partnership, have created four course programs that can be bundled with any Aspen title.

- Legal Writing
- Legal Research
- Legal Writing and Research
- Legal Writing Mechanics and Grammar

Ready-made lessons address common challenges, like writing mechanics, research fundamentals, and citations.

Bite-sized videos, cheat sheets, and interactive practice put users in the driver’s seat as they develop their writing and research skills through real-life simulations and carefully designed assessments.

Detailed analytics show student progress and engagement.

“The topic of legal writing is often difficult for paralegal students to grasp, particularly concerning the logistical and structural components of writing. Write.law makes it easy to reinforce those topics so we can spend more time in class on the analytical components of legal writing.”

Professor Michael Moore
Paralegal Studies
Fullerton College
Level up legal writing and research with Write.law!

**Key Topic Coverage**
Dig into topics most requested by professors, students, and writers including writing mechanics, analysis, research and citation methods.

**Engaging Animated Videos**
Focus on actionable techniques with bite-sized micro-lessons that dish up only what students need to improve their skills.

**Immersive Simulations**
Explore real legal documents with useful practice tips in a self-paced format.

**Interactive Practice**
Learn by doing and practice techniques used by successful legal professionals.

**Artificial Intelligence Feedback**
Enjoy real-time feedback and suggestions using Write.law’s first-of-their kind training bots that leverage generative AI.

**Additional Training**
Brush up on key tools like Microsoft Word.

**Cheat Sheets and Guides**
Access dozens of downloadable documents packed with amazing writing and research tips.

**A Dashboard for your Class**
Track student progress with powerful and informative analytic tools in an easy-to-use admin dashboard.

**Class Management Support**
Link to any lesson or topic from your syllabus or learning management system and bring short videos and exercises directly into your class.

Learn More at write.law/aspen-sales-demo or contact your Aspen Publishing representative today.

“Write.law is a convenient, asynchronous way for law students to learn and review grammar and punctuation topics. The short, targeted videos engage students and maintain their attention.”

Professor Heather E. Ridenour
Washington College of Law
American University

**Bundle with any Aspen Title!**
It’s easy and affordable! Pick from the four Write.law course programs and bundle it with your favorite Aspen title. Your writers will have access to everything they need for an engaging and productive learning experience.

**A Sample of Write.law Lessons:**
- Legal Writing Principles
- Common Legal Grammar Pitfalls
- Writing Clear Sentences
- Punctuating Properly
- Legal Writing Style Foundations
- Clear Writing Tools
- Editing and Proofreading
- Rule and Application Sections
- Legal Analysis and Structure
- Advanced Writing Topics
- Fact Sections
- Microsoft Word
- Introduction to Transactional Drafting
- Getting to Know Legal Documents